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SARAH KENNETT AND JOSEPH KUTZA ELECTED TO CASSS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Emeryville, CA – January 19, 2019 – CASSS – Sharing Science Solutions is pleased to
announce Sarah Kennett and Joseph Kutza have been elected to the Board of Directors. They
will join the twelve-member board responsible for governance and strategic direction of the
association. Sarah and Joe are both honored to be elected to the CASSS Board of Directors.
“CASSS was introduced to me by an FDA mentor 12 years ago,” Sarah recalled. “Since then,
my participation in CASSS conferences has offered me insight into many aspects of the
biopharmaceutical industry, including the opportunity to interact with and share with colleagues
from around the globe. It is to further contribute to the strength and reach of CASSS that I look
forward to my new role and responsibilities with the board of directors.”
Joe said, “Through the years of attending and participating in CASSS conferences, it’s been clear
to me that this organization is different. CASSS is committed to sharing science solutions and
doing so collaboratively with global regulators. As a member of the Board of Directors, I look
forward to working across our portfolio to improve our programs and to have our technology and
our content grow to meet our goals of global access, knowledge sharing, and regulatory capacity
building.”
Kennett is Technical Regulatory Director for Biologics for Genentech, a Member of the Roche
Group. She has a Ph. D in Molecular Cancer Biology from Duke University and a BS in
Molecular and Cell Biology with a Minor in Microbiology from The Pennsylvania State
University.
Kennett has been active on multiple scientific organizing committees at CASSS including North
America CMC Strategy Forum (since 2013) and CE Pharm (2008-2015). She is also involved as
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an Associate Director (since 2017) which includes an active role in the Stakeholder Engagement
Committee at CASSS.
Kutza is Director and Group Manager in Regulatory Affairs - CMC at MedImmune, A member
of the AstraZeneca Group. He has a Ph.D in Psychoneuroimmunology from The Medical
College of Pennsylvania and a BS in Biology and Minor in Chemistry from Misericordia
University.
Kutza has been active on multiple scientific organizing committees at CASSS including WCBP
(since 2010), North America CMC Strategy Forum (since 2013) and Latin America CMC
Strategy Forum (since 2019). He has also been involved as an Associate Director (since 2011).

###
About CASSS
CASSS is a not-for-profit professional scientific society made up of over 4,000 industry,
academic, and regulatory professionals. CASSS is dedicated to facilitating the sharing of
resources, information, and best practices to advance scientific knowledge for the benefit of its
members and the public at large. Membership is complimentary and is open to all who support
the objectives of the Society and are willing to contribute to the achievement of those objectives.
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